Description
Manufactured from .020” white coated aluminum. All sign types are screen printed with a fade resistant red ink. Each sign is shipped with a clear protective plastic coating which can be removed at time of installation. Each sign type meets or exceeds NFPA13 requirements. All signs (except 7” round) are drilled in four corners to allow for easy installation. All signs (except 7” round) may be installed with sign chain or with any fastener that is suitable for the material that the sign is being attached. The 7” round bell signs are center drilled to allow for installation directly to the bell gong assembly. Type “A” 9” x 7” Control valve signs are drilled with the same four hole pattern as Type “B” 6” x 2” signs to allow for attachment of Type “B” to Type “A”.

Installation
Installation of aluminum signs is accomplished by several methods. The most common installation procedure is to use #16 Single Jack chain to hang the sign on the area being identified. Since all of the above mentioned signs are predrilled at all four corners, the last link of the chain can be opened and hooked through the top holes on the signs and hung on the appropriate valve or piping. The signs may also be fastened to a flat surface with fasteners appropriate to the base material. (The 9” x 7” Fire Alarm Bell sign must be drilled with a ¼” hole if it is to be attached directly to the bell gong.)

Specifications
Material: .020” aluminum with removable plastic coating
Sizes:
6” x 2”
4” x 6”
5” x 7”
9” x 7”
12” x 10”
8.5” x 11”
7” Round

See current catalog for a full listing of all available signs.